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Netways delivers hassle-free Microsoft Azure resource 

deployment and lowers change failure rate by 50%

“We’ve witnessed a significant reduction in 

deployment times, improved resource utilization, 

and enhanced collaboration between 

development and operations teams. Microsoft's 

commitment to providing robust IaC solutions has 

been a key driver of our success in modernizing 

our customers’ infrastructure.”

Mohammad Beydoun, Global Engagement Director, Netways

Efficient infrastructure management and 

automation help cut costs and streamline 

digital transformation

Significant reduction in deployment time 

and improvement in resource allocation

Enhanced collaboration between development 

and operations teams boosts performance and 

productivity

With over two decades of proven expertise in delivering 

turnkey solutions based on Microsoft technologies, 

Netways helps organizations accelerate their digital 

transformation. Headquartered in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 

Netways serves more than 2,500 customers through 12 

global locations, with a solid presence in the MENA 

region and in North America.

• Netways IAC Mastery service automates provisioning and configuration of Microsoft Azure infrastructure 

components, ensuring consistency and repeatability. It also provides version control and dynamic scaling 

based on demand.

• Netways’ service guards against negative impact of failed changes, helping organizations recover from 

incidents 24 times faster and lower change failure rate by 50%.

• Customers are no longer stuck with hardware expansion problems such as disks, storage, electricity, and 

network switches. With just the push of a button, all these elements can be effortlessly integrated, allowing 

for seamless operation and reduction in costs. 

Traditional infrastructure management can be an 

expensive and challenging undertaking, involving 

manual configuration and provisioning, lack of version 

control, scalability challenges, and inconsistency across 

environments. Customers needed efficient infrastructure 

management processes to minimize inefficiencies and 

maximize the use of resources.

By designing and implementing secure and scalable 

solutions on Microsoft Azure, Netways IAC Mastery 

service delivered hassle-free Microsoft Azure 

resource deployment, lowered change failure rate 

by 50 percent, and helped customers cut costs by 40 

percent. Organizations also reported recovering 

from incidents 24 times faster than before.

Netways IAC Mastery

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/netwaysglobal-1107650.netways-iac-mastery?ocid=GTMRewards_CaseStudy_netways-iac-mastery_42356
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